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KOFFIEFONTEIN
HDPE Liner - PolySeal
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Since listing on AIM in 1997, Petra has grown significantly from a junior diamond explorer with a market
capitalisation of less than £10 million to a leading independent diamond mining group, quoted with a premium
listing on the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange and included in the FTSE 250 index.
Petra has acquired five non-core diamond mines from De Beers (four in South Africa and one in Tanzania) and the
Group now has a major resource base in excess of 300 million carats.
Petra acquired the Koffiefontein mine in South Africa. Mining first started at Koffiefontein over 140 years ago and
the mine’s remarkable longevity is a testament to its quality.
Koffiefontein is a low grade deposit, but this is countered by the very high value of its diamond production. The
mine produces white stones of exceptional quality, a regular proportion of which are of between 5 and 30 carats,
and occasional fancy pink diamonds. In 1994, a 232 carat diamond was recovered at Koffiefontein, being the
largest rough diamond ever produced by the mine.
Underground mining of the Koffiefontein kimberlite pipe is currently being supplemented by the mining of the 5
hectare satellite pipe named Ebenhaezer (presently only open cast mined to a depth of 35 metres).
Expansion plans at Koffiefontein will increase production from 50,375 ctpa in FY 2014 to circa
100,000ctpa by FY 2017, by which point production will come entirely from the underground mining of the
Koffiefontein pipe.
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HDPE Damage
In June 2013 Petra Diamonds appointed Polyroads to construct a barrier liner at their Koffiefontein
diamond mine approximately 100 Kms from Kimberley.
Adjacent to the dam are prestine wetlands and it was critical to prevent leaching from the mine’s
2
dam. The dam area was 5 000 m .

Pic!1.!Petra!Diamonds,!Koffiefontein!dam!under!construction!
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Pic!2!&!3.!Dam!under!construction!
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October 2013, saw prolonged major sit-in strikes
occurring at Koffiefontein mine, preventing
contractors from entering the premises.
In order to save time and disruption by Union
strikers, Polyroads decided to prepare the
PolySeal geoliners off-site.
The!geoliner!rolls!were!sprayed!and!treated!off?site!
in!roll!150m!long!by!5.2m!wide.!
The! rolls! were! then! transported! to! site,! entering!
the!mine!via!an!alternate!entrance.!
The!PolySeal!geoliner!rolls!were!anchored!in!place!
with!anchor!trenches!!
The! geoliner! roles! were! overlapped,! pinned!
together!and!then!sealed!with!PolySeal!
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Completed!Project!September!2013!
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TECHNICAL COMPARISONS BETWEEN HDPE LINERS & POLYSEAL
!
Properties!
Composition!
1Brittleness!
2Stress!Cracking!

Flexibility!
Expandability!(stretch)!
Puncturing!

Welding!Required!
4Leaking!Seems!
3!Separation!in!Pane!(SIP)!
Easy!Repairable!
UV!Resistant!
Acid!Resistant!
Alkaline!Resistant!
Warranty!
Market!Exposure!

HDPE!
Low!or!High!Density!Polyethylene!
(polymer!thermoplastic).!!
Yes!
Yes!
No!
No!
Yes!–!HDPE!is!fairly!rigid!and!hard!!
and!does!not!conform!to!underlying!!
terrain!and!will!puncture!from!any!
underlying!sharp!objects!(see!
footnote!1)!
Yes!
Yes!
Yes!
No!
Limited!(see!footnote!1)!
Yes!
Yes!
5?!10!years!
30!Years!

PolySeal!Geoliner!
(Patent!App.!No!2013/03534)!
!
Polymer!elastomer!
No!
No!
Yes!
Yes!
PolySeal!is!a!spray!–on!liner!and!will!
conform!to!the!shape!of!the!underlying!
surface!and!is!therefore!less!
susceptible!top!stress!and!puncturing!
No!
No!
No!
Yes!
Yes!
Yes!
Yes!
10!years!
New!technology!
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High Density Polyethylene or HDPE is known for its large strength to density ratio.
A linear polymer, High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) is prepared from ethylene by a catalytic process.
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Statistics show that the number of leaks in a geomembrane lining system is a function of the area, or
complexity of the liner. Larger areas imply a lower proportion of detailed liner work and therefore a
fewer defects per unit area. Typically a liner with an area of 2.5 acres will have about 12 leaks while
larger area liners have 1 leak per acre.
POLYSEAL

Polyseal geoliner is a polymer elastomer that is mixed with a filler material and cement and sprayed
on as an emulsion. After evaporation occurs, an elastomeric cementitious and flexible liner is formed.
PolySeal is applied onto a geotextile which is fixed to the dam wall. The elastomer penetrates through
the geotextile into the dam wall, thereby becoming part of the dam’s wall and floor – it does not lay on
top of the dam wall or floor as would a conventional HDPE liner. The crosslinking of polymer chains
is a critical structural factor which contributes to impart high elastic properties of Polyseal. There are
no seams in a PolySeal geoliner as the spray-on emulsions becomes homogeneous when dry.!
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1"Geosynthetics"Society"

"""http://www.geosyntheticssociety.org/resources/archive/gi/src/v2i1/gi9v29n19paper3.pdf"(Ian"D."Pegs"&"MF"Kanninen)!
2!http://geosynthetica.net/Uploads/IDPigsUKpaper.pdf!
3!!http://www.ausenco.com/uploads/papers/64075_SIP_in_Geomembrane_Liners__An_Acceptable_Condition.pdf!
4!http://www.landandwater.com/features/vol50no4/vol50no4_1.html"(Ian"D."Peggs)!
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